As our systems move to more concurrent and distributed execution patterns, the tools and abstractions we have to understand, monitor, schedule, and enforce their behavior become progressively less effective or adequate.

In sequential and simple multi-threaded programs, the execution stack contains valuable information about the recent history of the execution, which we readily use to, for example, debug and profile programs. In addition, thread IDs are useful identifiers to add to log messages and use for resource accounting, and thread-local variables can store useful information about the execution that is more persistent than the stack. These tools, however, become a lot less useful when we introduce patterns such as event loops and continuations, or architectures based on queues and thread pools such as SEDA. Further, important context about the execution in a distributed system is lost when we cross boundaries of software components and machines, making it hard to reason about the execution in a coherent way throughout the system. Inevitably, though, one eventually needs the ability to, at one point of the system, correlate the current context with events that are meaningful at other parts of the system, even when crossing component or machine boundaries.

Of course, this is anything but a new observation, and it has been directly or indirectly addressed in a vast body of existing work, by maintaining a notion of context that follows the execution patterns of applications through events, queues, thread pools, files, caches, and messages between distributed system components.

For example, the node.js community has introduced continuation-local storage (CLS) to address the growing frustration with debugging event-based javascript server code. Taint tracking and DIFC maintain and propagate security labels as the system executes, warning of or prohibiting policy violations; work on data provenance propagates information about the lineage of data as different system components manipulate it; work on consistent updates and snapshots uses vector clocks which are maintained and updated throughout concurrent executions and message exchanges. Many systems propagate an activity ID following execution patterns for debugging and profiling, anomaly detection, resource accounting, or resource management, while others stitch existing identifiers for part of this task. Paraphrasing Greenspun's tenth rule of programming,1 any sufficiently complicated distributed system

---

1http://philip.greenspun.com/research/

![Figure 1: Causal metadata propagation base layer contains an ad hoc, informally specified, siloed implementation of causal metadata propagation. We can, and should, do better.](image_url)
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